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That is your definitive guide to deploying a blockchain solution in your enterprise.Example
blockchain applications and how they are getting used in industry today, along with

architectural overview, description of the various actors in the business network, etc.A complex
understanding of blockchain for business - What does it certainly mean for a distributed ledger,
smart contracts vs smart agreement code, etc.••• This book requires the reader on a journey like

the following topics:•Understand what a typical blockchain application appears like, how it
integrates with existing systems. how to integrate blockchain with existing enterprise systems,

considerations for calling smart contracts•Enterprise considerations for using blockchain
–Disruptive capabilities of blockchain such as for example Identity Management, Distributed

Applications and how enterprises can leverage them•Technical knowledge of smart contracts,
how exactly to write them, design considerations.•The various consensus mechanisms that are

available, criteria for collection of consensus mechanisms.
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Great blockchain book, would recommend. No complaints here, overall loved the writing style
and concise info. It provides an overview of the technology itself, then walks through several real-
life types of blockchain in enterprise settings. Clarifies blockchain use instances for the
enterprise This book is useful to both new and longtime users of blockchain. I would
recommend it! The reader is left with a very clear understanding of the basics of blockchain and
given the chance to visualize its make use of within their particular environment. Perfectly
written Manav! Perfectly articulated Enterprise Blockchain agenda I love how this publication
articulated Business Blockchain agenda, it captures the primary issues and provides a great
layout of the business blockchain landscape. Congrats!
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